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Problem 1 (50 points) 
For the PLL block diagram shown below, assume that the phase detector gain is KPo and the VCO gain is 

Kvco. 

Phase Detector 
Kvco in Yout 

a) Find the expressions for the open loop gain, LG(s), the closed-loop transfer function 

H(sou(s)/¢n(s and the phase error transfer function, E(s)=¢.(s)/¢in(s). (30 points) 
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b) Assume that Krp=2/T and R=1k2. Give the values of Kvco and the loop filter capacitor C for a C=1 
and steady-state phase error of (t/10) rad. with a IMrad/s frequency step. (10 points) 
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c)Now assume that Kvco is modified to improve the steady-state phase error to (t/100) rad. with a 

IMrad/s frequency step. Using the same R and C numerical values from part(b), what is the new ? (5 

points) 
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d) Qualitatively comment on how the accuracy of the steady-state phase error with a frequency step 
impacts the PLL stability. (5 points) 
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Problem 2 (50 points) 
This problem analyzes a PLL with a voltage-controlled delay line (VCDL) in the feedback path. The 
VCDL can be modeled as adding phase in the feedback path with a certain gain factor KvcCDIL. (rad/V). 

PFDICharge Pump 

Vctr Kvco out Qin 

Kvcou 

Voltage-Controlled 
Delay Delay Line 

a) Find the expressions for the open loop gain, LG(s), the phase error transfer function, E(s=9«(s/oiuls), 
and the closed-loop transfer function H(s)F¢ou(s)/in(S). (25 points) 
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b) Assume that KpD=10uA/(2T), Kvco=10OMrad/(sV), and KvcDL=10rad/V. Find the value of the loop filter capacitor C for a 45° phase margin. (20 points) 
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C22SF 
c)Qualitatively comment on the main differences between this PLL with a VCDL in the feedback path 

and the conventional charge-pump PLL with a series RC loop filter. Which architecture provides 
more filtering to high-frequency input phase noise? (5 points) 
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